
MAIN THESIS OF SHOOTING AN ELEPHANT

The thesis in Orwell's narrative essay "Shooting an Elephant" is complex and goes far beyond being a statement of
anti-imperialism or a statement of violently .

In the text he writes about the terrible circumstances Burmese prisoners have to bear. Roll-Call 5. Greimas
takes two binary relations suggested by F. Finally, in the conclusion we will summarize the points made
throughout this essay. Especially transformations from one form of society to another have been realised in
narrative texts such as novels or later films. He was educated at Eton and then volunteered to serve in India.
Regarding the perspective of narration, there is only one usually; changes of the perspective are uncommon.
He clearly signals that he's about to present his thesis when he says, "It was at this moment, as I stood there
with the rifle in my hands, that I first grasped the hollowness The essay deals indirectly with the presence of
the British colonisers in Burma and the imperialist implications as reinstated by the text. Most experts,
however, call the text an essay but there are also those who insist on the text belonging to the group of the
short stories. It is characterised by its shortness and the unity of time, setting and plot. Parallels between
Orwell and the Narrator 4. Having established that we can now present the semiotic square in its entirety:
illustration not visible in this excerpt Due to the operational character of this method the square becomes
somewhat dynamic and should actually be depicted as a spiral. It takes several shots for the animal to dye
painfully. For that we will explore their contradictory as well as their contrary relations to each other. In this
case, there is not only a personal relation to the place but also to personal interests and activities. Conclusion
Sources 1. The essayist aims to address the reader in a language anyone is able to understand easily. In the
final part I will sum up my results and draw a conclusion. However, due to the form we can approach the text
with both a literal as well as socio-scientific analysis. The terms we use in the beginning, the primitive terms,
seem to change once the implication has been made and thus the circle or rather square begins anew with
ever-changing terms. Subsequently, we will evaluate the findings and interpret the structure of the second
generation categories[7] found by the square. Moreover, there is no predefined pattern how to structure the
text. The ending is often also an abrupt one similar to the ending of an anecdote with the storyline coming to a
solution in the form of a punch line. The narrator is a British police officer who notices a strong anti-European
feeling among the natives. The semiotic square helps to detect these structural embeddings in the text. Orwell
uses metaphors to do this:? People do crazy and sometimes illegal moves to get a certain group or person to
finally give them respect. Thereby, the meta-terms of the two axes are in a contradictory relation whereas
those of the deixes are in a contrary relation. The question of genre has been debated for decades and there
have been several quarrels about allocating it to a certain genre. In the Anglo-Saxon area the term essay is
used to describe all non-fictional literature1. In September , he went to Insein, the city with the second-largest
jail in Burma. However, we will look closely at the main points that led us to write this paper. If thus all two
implications can be said to be true then those terms from the beginning, which Greimas called primitive terms
A and non-A , can be said to belong to one semantic category and are thus in a contrary relation. All I knew
was that I was struck between my hatred of the empire I served and my rage against the evil-spirited little
beast [the Burmese] who tried to make my job impossible?. They were watching me as they would watch a
conjurer about to perform a trick? Furthermore, the words employed are the ones needed, redundant words are
left out.


